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Examples of organisations working together Tour operators & Travel agents 

These two sectors are connected because a travel agency sells holidays for a

tour operator who will put together the whole package . e. 

g. Lunn poly which is a worldwide travel agency sells holidays for Kuoni 

which is a tour operator that specializes in luxury holidays. Attractions & 

Transport operators These two sectors are connected because when 

travelling to Buckingham Palace there are bus routes and tube routes which 

direct you straight to the location of Buckingham Palace. London 

Underground has announcements on their Victoria line at Green Park which 

tells you when you should get off if you are visiting Buckingham Palace. 

Transport operators & Tour operators These two sectors are connected by 

tour operators organizing holidays and needing a transport operator to 

provide transport for the customer to get to the destination e. g. 

Thomascook organises holidays for customers, and then works with Easyjet 

to get the customer there. 

What is common ownership? This exists if an entity or entities possess an 

ownership or equity interest of 5 percent or more in another entity. Different 

types of ownership Sole trader is when the business is fully owned and 

managed by one person, though others can be employed to help run the 

business. Partnerships have two or more owners. They work, manage and 

are responsible for the running of the business. Individual partners may 

concentrate on a certain aspect of the business where they have expert 

knowledge. Private limited company means members of the public cannot 

buy the shares and the shareholders cannot buy or sell their shares without 
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agreement from the other shareholders. Familyowned businesses or larger 

businesses such as Virgin would fit into this category. 

Public limited companies have shares on the stock market and can be 

bought and sold by any member of the public, this way the company can 

raise further capital and expand their resources. Tesco and British Telecom 

are such examples. Tour operator and travel agents Thomas Cook (travel 

agents) and Airtours (tour operator) work together this helps both companies

to attract a wider range of customers. Transport operator and tour 

operatorFirst choice (tour operator) and Thomson airways (transport 

operator) work together to offer the public a wider range of destinations and 

a better in-flight experience. Relationship between sectors Public sector and 

Private sector Hyde Park is one of the largest parks in central London and 

this is in the public sector. This park has been divided into two because of 

Lake Serpentine. Along this lake are a number of different attractions to view

and enjoy. 

Serpentine Bar & Kitchen recently refurbished licensed restaurant selling hot 

and cold meals, snacks and drinks. This comes under the private sector. 

Relationship between sectors Voluntary Sector and Private sector The 

Zoological Society of London (ZSL) is a charity devoted to the worldwide 

conservation of animals and their habitats. This comes under the Voluntary 

sector. Inside the London Zoo quite near the entrance you’ll find Oasis cafe; 

serving a wide range of hot or coldfoodand plenty of healthy options this 

comes under the private sector. These two sectors are connected because a 
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travel agency sells holidays for a tour operator who will put together the 

whole package . . 

g. Lunn poly which is a worldwide travel agency sells holidays for Kuoni 

which is a tour operator that specializes in luxury holidays. Every time Lunn 

poly sells a holiday they will receive commission. Kuoni holiday packages are

quite expensive, and appeal to a lot of people meaning big commissions. 

They aim in working together is to maximise the profit that can be made. 

First choice (tour operator) and Thomson airways (transport operator) work 

together to offer the public a wider range of destinations and a better in-

flight experience. First choice organise the destination and living 

arrangements while Airtours organise getting the customer to the 

destination. 

First choice gains a wider range of transportation options while Thomson 

Airways gains more customers meaning more profit. Hyde Park & Serpentine 

Bar & Kitchen work together perfectly because while strolling through the 

park customers may become hungry and want something to eat which is 

where Serpentine Bar & Kitchen comes in selling hot and cold meals, snacks 

and drinks. Hyde Park gains more profit while Serpentine Bar & Kitchen gains

more customers. 
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